4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Choubey

Press Trust of India | New Delhi Last Updated at March 16, 2018 22:05 IST

Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Minister's Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.
The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

(This story has not been edited by Business Standard staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated feed.)

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

March 16, 2018

Author: CanIndia New Wire Service

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections
of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare”.

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

“We need to bring in drug security in the country… to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
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NATHEALTH annual event 'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16

ANI | Updated: Mar 08, 2018 20:38 IST

New Delhi [India], Mar.8 (ANI): Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.
The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.
The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others. (ANI)

New Delhi [India], Mar.8 : Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP
Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event. Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'. The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals. The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family. "This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose. NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare". A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector. "This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added. The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel. Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this. The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost"
destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?. The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better. This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same. The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CD's and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour. This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective. The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat". The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage. NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country. Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session. Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.

New Delhi [India], Mar.8 (ANI): Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.
Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent--
>  
Empower--
>
Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector. "This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel. Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this. The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?
The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India’s primary healthcare system and make it better. This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour. This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat". The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage. NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session. Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others. (ANI)

Healthcare federation NATHEALTH has elected Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh as the president, who succeeds Brig. Dr. Arvind Lal, chairman & MD, Dr. Lal PathLabs Ltd.
Probir Das, MD, Terumo India Private Ltd has become senior vice president-NATHEALTH and Dr. H. Sudarshan Ballal, Chairman, Manipal Hospitals has been elected as vice president.

Amit Mookim, general manager- South Asia, IQVIA and Rajit Mehta, MD and CEO of Max Healthcare Institute have been elected as secretary and treasurer of the healthcare federation respectively.

Singh has been a pivotal member of the top team of Fortis that formulated and implemented Fortis’ growth strategy to position it as India’s leading Healthcare delivery organization in a short span of 10 years.

Singh is an acknowledged expert and thought leader in the domain of Healthcare Delivery. He is on the Steering Boards constituted by the World Economic Forum to guide two major Global projects: “Scenarios for Sustainable Health Systems” and “The Healthy Living Charter”. He is also on the Forum’s Advisory Board on “The Economic Burden of Non Communicable Diseases in India”.

Managing costs with quality top agenda for Indian healthcare providers: Report

Rupali Mukherjee | TNN | Mar 22, 2018, 22:56 IST

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report.

The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—
or lack there of, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.
NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president

New Delhi: Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Proibir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, the statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: “We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable the progress of Indian healthcare.”

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding, and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.
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Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is
the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said Secretary General, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in the healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.
The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.
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Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.
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NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president
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Fortis Healthcare to conduct board meeting
Yes Bank acquires 17.31% stake in Fortis Healthcare
Fortis Healthcare's promoters resign from board
Fortis Healthcare shares surge nearly 18 pc on merger buzz
CARE downgrades credit ratings of Fortis Healthcare

Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected as treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of
NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

March 16, 2018

Author: CanIndia New Wire Service

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections
of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare”.

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

“We need to bring in drug security in the country… to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

–IANS

4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Ashwini Choubey

Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.
1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Minister's Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National
Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.

The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

MANAGING COSTS WITH QUALITY IS TOP PRIORITY FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS: BAIN & COMPANY

At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is at the top of the agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report by Bain & Company, titled ‘Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India — A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition’ released on Friday.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India's healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain's research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India. It goes on to suggest measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centre-stage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research made it abundantly clear that regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—or lack thereof, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. Eighty per cent of respondents said that regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India's healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario. Parijat Ghosh, Partner, Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience.”
The report revealed that for both private healthcare providers' viability and patients' health, operational improvements are key. Providers' experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements.

Only about 20 per cent of the respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65 per cent are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.

Based on patient feedback, some healthcare providers in recent years have focused on quality and therefore opted for accreditations, which lead to higher-quality patient care and safety. This accreditation approach not only benefits patients but also distinguishes hospitals in a competitive environment, the report says.

Healthcare providers have reduced costs through three methods which include, front-end manpower cost optimization, material cost optimization, overhead optimization. A good cost transformation strategy focusses on the need, profile and behavioural patterns of customers.

This customer-centric approach formulates an integrated roadmap that includes change management as well as zero-based cost accounting.

Bain research indicates that behaviour change is often the biggest challenge during and after an operations transformation programme. Any management executive embarking on an operations transformation initiative in a provider setting is advised to focus on change management to realise its value. Using a data-based, objective approach identifies delivery risk areas early and measures and mitigates the risk by allowing early intervention.

Anjan Bose, Secretary General, NATHEALTH said, “Enhancing overall operational excellence in structured ways in hospitals can provide a win-win for all: providers, patients and other healthcare stakeholders. The impact will be much more than only regulating the prices of medtech products.”

FOCUS OF CENTRAL GOVT IS TO TRANSFORM PRIMARY HEALTHCARE CENTRES: MIN

Saturday, 17 March 2018 | Staff Reporter | New Delhi

In order to make healthcare accessible, affordable, transparent and easy for the poor, the Government has taken several initiatives such as “National Health Policy” and “Ayushman Bharat” and these initiatives would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, said Ashwini Choubey, Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare said while releasing Knowledge Papers on Healthcare issues at the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India.

“The focus of the Government is to transform primary healthcare to help underserved section and 1.5 lakh Primary Health Centres would be transformed into well equipped Wellness Centres. Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into Wellness Centres and efforts are on to transform all soon,” said the Minister.


Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

New Delhi, March 16 : Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare”.

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

“We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of
rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
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Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister
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New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing
business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

http://www.dallasindian.net/desi/newsdetail.asp?id=348393
सभी नागरिकों के लिए अनिवार्य हो स्वास्थ्य बीमा : नैटहेल्थ

नई दिल्ली, 18 मार्च (आईएएनएस)। हेल्थकेयर फंडेशन ऑफ इंडिया (नैटहेल्थ) का कहना है कि सरकार को देश के सभी नागरिकों के लिए स्वास्थ्य बीमा अनिवार्य कर देना चाहिए और स्वास्थ्य क्षेत्र को प्राथमिक क्षेत्र का दर्जा दिया जाना चाहिए।

नैटहेल्थ ने कहा कि वर्तमान में देश की कुल आबादी में सिर्फ चार फीसदी लोगों के पास ही स्वास्थ्य बीमा कवरेज है। भारत में स्वास्थ्य सेवा पर होने वाले कुल खर्च का 86 फीसदी बीमा कवर नहीं होता।

नैटहेल्थ के अध्यक्ष अरविंद लाल ने कहा, “लोगों तक स्वास्थ्य बीमा की कम पहुंच का प्रमुख कारण वर्तमान में इसका वैकल्पिक होना है।”

लाल ने कहा, “सभी लोगों की स्वास्थ्य सेवा तक पहुंच बनाने के अलावा, यह कदम देश में स्वास्थ्य देखभाल क्षमता को बढ़ाने की तत्काल आवश्यकता को भी पूरा करेगा।”

नैटहेल्थ ने सरकार से स्वास्थ्य सेवा क्षेत्र को प्राथमिकता क्षेत्र का दर्जा देने के लिए भी कहा है क्योंकि इससे स्वास्थ्य सेवा प्रदाताओं के लिए लंबे समय तक वित्तपोषण संरचनाओं के विकास को सक्षम करने में मदद मिलेगी।

http://www.dharmpath.com/%E0%A4%B8%E0%A4%AD%E0%A5%80-%E0%A4%A8%E0%A4%BE%E0%A4%97%E0%A4%B0%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%95%E0%A5%8B%E0%A4%82-%E0%A4%95%E0%A5%87-%E0%A4%B2%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%8F-%E0%A4%B5%E0%A4%8E%E0%A4%BE/
Daljit Singh elected NATHEALTH president
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MR DALJIT SINGH

BS RAWAT
NEW DELHI: Healthcare Federation NATHEALTH has elected Daljit Singh, President, Fortis Healthcare Limited, as its new president, who will take over from Brig. Dr. Arvind Lal, Chairman & MD, Dr. Lal Path Labs Ltd.

Probir Das, MD, Terumo India Private Ltd, has been elected as senior vice president and Dr. H. Sudarshan Ballal, Chairman, Manipal Hospitals as vice president.

Rajit Mehta, MD and CEO of Max Healthcare Institute and Amit Mookim, general manager- South Asia, IQVIA, have been elected as treasurer and secretary of the NATHEALTH respectively.

Mr Daljit Singh has been a key member of the top team of Fortis that formulated and implemented its growth strategy to position it as India’s leading healthcare delivery organization in a very short period.

Mr. Singh’s key experience and achievements have been in the areas of developing progressive HR strategies and ensuring their implementation, organizational restructuring, building high performance culture and leading teams to deliver business value.

Retail prices of syringes marked up as much as 664%, shows new report

By Prabha Raghavan, ET Bureau | Mar 06, 2018, 07.10 PM IST

NEW DELHI: Retail prices of various syringes are on average marked up as much as 664% from the price at which distributors purchase them, a new report by the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority has found. The report, which has analysed available data on the trade margins of these products, has also found the retail prices of needles to be marked up as much as 356% on average.

The findings come a few months after a segment of syringe and needle makers in India decided to voluntarily bring down prices of their products in a bid to avoid price caps by the drug pricing regulator—a move that some of these manufacturers claim has cost them dearly.

Depending on the type of syringe, maximum retail prices (MRPs) are marked up on average between 214%-664%, according to NPPA’s latest report.

For instance, a 50 ml hypodermic disposable syringe without needle was shown to have an average price to distributor (PTD) of Rs16.96 and an average MRP of Rs97. A 0.5 ml hypodermic autodisable syringe with needle has an average PTD of Rs 2.60 and an average MRP of Rs 12, and a 1ml insulin syringe without needle has an average PTD of Rs 2.99 and an average MRP of Rs 10.63, according to NPPA’s trade margin analysis. The maximum trade margins, depending on the type of syringe, varies between 214%-1,251%, according to the report.

Depending on the type, needles had average trade margins varying between 83%-356%, according to the report.
“The reason for these markups is that the market got distorted some years ago. Most companies could not sustain without following this trend of high trade margins,” said Pavan Choudhary, President of the Medical Technology Association of India, a lobby group for several research based medical technology companies.

Such markups are not justified, he said, adding that MTAI has endorsed a 2016 report on high trade margins by the Department of Pharmaceuticals which the body expects would “dramatically” reduce the prices to the patients without creating a shortage of critical care medical devices in the market.

“The data shows that in yet another instance of inflated pricing, MRPs bear no relation to the costs of manufacturing,” said Malini Aisola of patient activist group All India Drug Action Network. “Syringes and needles are among the most commonly used devices which account for huge bills and are being used by hospitals to indiscriminately fleece, unbeknownst to patients,” she said, adding that the government should impose price control on syringes, needles and other drugs and devices “immediately”.

The latest findings come around two months after a lobby group of domestic syringe and needle manufacturers decided to voluntarily reduce the MRPs amid rising speculation and debate over whether the prices of more medical devices would be controlled by the government. The body, All India Syringes and Needles Manufacturers Association (AISNMA), expected to bring down prices of these products over 50% by capping the distributor and retailer margins at 75%.

At the same time, not all syringe and needle makers in the country have agreed to this proposal and some of the companies that have gone ahead with the voluntary caps claim that it has lost them some clients.

“In the last month, we have lost accounts from as many as 50 hospitals because we decided to self-regulate,” said a syringe manufacturer who spoke to ET on condition of anonymity. “Some hospitals have told us that they will be switching to companies that can give better margins,” the person added.
AISNMA claims that the “very high” margins in NPPA’s latest report are motivated by “an unhealthy race to defend or attain hospital and retailer customers” through trade margins higher than competitors. Only 16 out of 18 of the group’s members have agreed to its self regulation proposal.

“I guess NPPA will have to step in to regulate these errant manufacturers,” said Rajiv Nath, President, AISNMA.

Corporate Hospitals are considering higher trade margins available from competing brands and switching the supply source, according to him. “If losing hospital accounts is the reward available to ethical manufacturers, it is demotivating,” he said.

“I personally feel that law of averages may not apply here. There seems to be an element of confusion about the various estimates,” said Anjan Bose, Secretary General of NATHEALTH, which represents various stakeholders in the healthcare space, including hospitals and medical technology firms. “A positive way forward is for key medtech companies, providers and government as regulators to sit together and transparently/collaboratively discuss the details for benefit of patients.”

In another recent report, NPPA claimed that some hospitals in the National Capital Region prescribed branded medicines that were outside the regulator’s purview and inflated their prices several times in order to boost profit.

The regulator had claimed that the pharmaceutical industry is “forced” to print higher maximum retail prices in order to get bulk supply orders from these hospitals. In most cases, the hospital’s purchase prices of medicines are lower than those offered by manufacturers to stockists in retail chains, it had added.

Managing Costs With Quality Top Agenda For Indian Healthcare Providers: Report – Press24 News

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report.

The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India – A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—or lack thereof, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.
Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.

Managing costs with quality top agenda for Indian healthcare providers: Report

Rupali Mukherjee| TNN | Mar 22, 2018, 22:56 IST

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report. The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—
or lack there of, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.
4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Ashwini Choubey

Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.
Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.
Choubey said the Prime Minister's Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.

The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

IANS | March 17, 2018, 07:51 IST
Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help underserved sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire
healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

NATHEALTH annual event
'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

ANI | March 09, 2018, 11:59 IST

New Delhi: Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector
during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.
The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.
NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.

NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement. 

New Delhi: Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.
He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.

NATHEALTH annual event 'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.ANI  |  March 09, 2018, 11:59 IST

New Delhi: Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.
Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.
Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.
Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.

NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement. PTI | March 21, 2018, 17:22 IST

New Delhi: Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.
He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.

NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as President

Mar 22, 2018

Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.
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Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said, "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.

https://www.healthcareexecutive.in/nathealth-elects-daljit-singh-president
4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को कल्याण केंद्रों में बदला गया : अश्विनी चौबे

- आईएएनएस

नई दिल्ली, 18 मार्च (आईएएनएस)| केंद्रीय स्वास्थ्य एवं परिवार कल्याण राज्य मंत्री अश्विनी चौबे ने कहा कि 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्र (वेलनेस सेंटर) में बदला जा चुका है और 1.50 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को जल्द ही कल्याण केंद्रों में बदला जाएगा।

हेल्थकेयर फेडरेशन ऑफ इंडिया (नेटहेल्थ) के पांचवें वार्षिक सम्मेलन में चौबे ने कहा, "सरकार वंचित वर्ग की सहायता के लिए प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य क्षेत्र को बदलना चाहती है। जिसके तहत कम अवधि के भीतर 1.5 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्रों में परिवर्तित किया जाएगा।"
उन्होंने कहा, "सरकार ने 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को कल्याण केंद्रों में बदल दिया है और जल्द ही सभी को परिवर्तित करने के प्रयास किए जा रहे हैं।" मंत्री ने कहा, "प्रधानमंत्री कार्यालय और स्वास्थ्य मंत्रालय दोनों ही मजबूत राष्ट्रीय स्वास्थ्य संरक्षण योजना को लागू करने के लिए काम कर रहे हैं। बहुत ही जल्द सभी रूपरेखाओं को अंतिम रूप दे दिया जाएगा।"
4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को कल्याण केंद्रों में बदला गया : अिश्वनी चौबे

IANS 14H 20M AGO

नई दिल्ली, 18 मार्च (आईएएनएस)| केंद्रीय स्वास्थ्य एवं परिवार कल्याण राज्य मंत्री अिश्वनी चौबे ने कहा कि 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्र (वेलनेस सेंटर) में बदला जा चुका है और 1.50 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को जल्द ही कल्याण केंद्रों में बदला जाएगा।

हेल्थकेयर फेडरेशन ऑफ इंडिया (नैटहेल्थ) के पांचवा वार्षिक सम्मेलन में चौबे ने कहा, सरकार वंचित वर्ग की सहायता के लिए प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य क्षेत्र को बदलना चाहती है। जिसके तहत कम अवधि के भीतर 1.5 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्रों में परिवर्तित किया जाएगा।

उन्होंने कहा, सरकार ने 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को कल्याण केंद्रों में बदल दिया है और जल्द ही सभी को परिवर्तित करने के प्रयास किए जा रहे हैं।

मंत्री ने कहा, प्रधानमंत्री कार्यालय और स्वास्थ्य मंत्रालय दोनों ही मजबूत राष्ट्रीय स्वास्थ्य संरक्षण योजना को लागू करने के लिए काम कर रहे हैं। बहुत ही जल्द सभी रूपरेखाओं को अंतिम रूप दे दिया जाएगा।

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH.
and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

http://in.shafagna.com/EN/06733034
New Delhi, Mar 16 (PTI) Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed.

**4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Choubey**

Published: March 16, 2018 10:13 PM IST

By PTI Feeds

New Delhi, Mar 16 (PTI) Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 — the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

“The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon,” the minister said.
Choubey said the Prime Minister’s Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised. The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme – ‘Reinvent->Empower->Heal’.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on “Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today’s Healthcare” where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved
professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

“This session with ‘Top Clinicians’ is aligned with our theme ‘Heal’ as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. ‘Heal’ is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government,” said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on “Operational Excellence” and “Financing Indian Healthcare”.

A session on “Healthcare Financing and Funding” would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

“This session on ‘Financing and Funding’ would contribute towards the goal of ‘Empower’ as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure,” Bose added.

The third session on “Medical Tourism” would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India’s positioning to “value based destination” instead of “low cost destination” with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?.
The fourth session on “Primary care: Health and Beyond…Strategies for a better India” will have in-depth on transforming India’s primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme ‘Heal’ and ‘Empower’ because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on “Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution” will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India’s healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme – “Ayushman Bharat”.

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.
Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others. (ANI)

*This is published unedited from the ANI feed.*

New Delhi, Mar 21 (PTI) Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

**NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president**

Published: March 21, 2018 1:55 PM IST

By PTI FeedsEmail

New Delhi, Mar 21 (PTI) Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: “We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare.” NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.

*This is published unedited from the PTI feed.*

HEALTH INITIATIVES WILL FULFIL SWASTH BHARAT DREAM BY 2022: MINISTER

New Delhi, March 16: Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society.

As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".
R.K.

Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country..to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust.

New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Union Minister Ashwini Kumar Choubey addresses during a programme in Patna on Oct 5, 2017.

NEW DELHI, MARCH 16
Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.
"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

- Rs 5 lakh cover for 10 cr poor families announced under Ayushman Bharat
- Budget provides just Rs 2,000 cr for healthcare scheme

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.
"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

NATHEALTH annual event 'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16

Friday, Mar 09, 2018

ANI

New Delhi, Mar 8: Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary
general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.
This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.

New Delhi, Mar 16 (PTI) Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Ministers Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.

The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.
The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy. PTI PLB NSD NSD

NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president

New Delhi, Mar 21 (PTI) Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement. Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added. PTI AKT SBT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 March 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NATHEALTH Brings In Daljit Singh As President**

March 22, 2018

Healthcare federation NATHEALTH has elected Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh as the president, who succeeds Brig. Arvind Lal, chairman & MD, Lal PathLabs Ltd.

Probir Das, MD, Terumo India Private Ltd has become senior vice president-NATHEALTH and H. Sudarshan Ballal, Chairman, Manipal Hospitals has been elected as vice president.

Amit Mookim, general manager- South Asia, IQVIA and Rajit Mehta, MD and CEO of Max Healthcare Institute have been elected as secretary and treasurer of the healthcare federation respectively.

Singh has been a pivotal member of the top team of Fortis that formulated and implemented Fortis’ growth strategy to position it as India’s leading Healthcare delivery organization in a short span of 10 years.

Singh is an acknowledged expert and thought leader in the domain of Healthcare Delivery. He is on the Steering Boards constituted by the World Economic Forum to guide two major Global projects: “Scenarios for Sustainable Health Systems” and “The Healthy Living Charter”. He is also on the Forum’s Advisory Board on “The Economic Burden of Non Communicable Diseases in India”.

http://www.medicalbuyer.co.in/index.php/18104-nathealth-brings-in-daljit-singh-as-president
FOCUS OF CENTRAL GOVT IS TO TRANSFORM PRIMARY HEALTHCARE CENTRES: MIN

Saturday, 17 March 2018 | Staff Reporter | New Delhi

In order to make healthcare accessible, affordable, transparent and easy for the poor, the Government has taken several initiatives such as “National Health Policy” and “Ayushman Bharat” and these initiatives would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, said Ashwini Choubey, Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare said while releasing Knowledge Papers on Healthcare issues at the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India.

“The focus of the Government is to transform primary healthcare to help underserved section and 1.5 lakh Primary Health Centres would be transformed into well equipped Wellness Centres. Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into Wellness Centres and efforts are on to transform all soon,” said the Minister.


Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of
Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Ashwini Choubey

Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.
1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Minister’s Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National
Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.

The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

March 16, 2018

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare”.

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

“We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
नई दिल्ली, 18 मार्च (आईएएनएस)। केंद्रीय स्वास्थ्य एवं परिवार कल्याण राज्य मंत्री अश्विनी चौबे ने कहा कि 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्र (वेलनेस सेंटर) में बदला जा चुका है और 1.50 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को जल्द ही कल्याण केंद्रों में बदला जाएगा।

हैल्थकेयर फेडरेशन ऑफ इंडिया (नैटहेल्थ) के पांचवें वार्षिक सम्मेलन में चौबे ने कहा, सरकार वंचित वर्ग की सहायता के लिए प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य क्षेत्र को बदलना चाहती है। जिसके तहत कम अवधि के भीतर 1.5 लाख प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को सुसज्जित कल्याण केंद्रों में परिवर्तित किया जाएगा।

उन्होंने कहा, सरकार ने 4500 प्राथमिक स्वास्थ्य केंद्रों को कल्याण केंद्रों में बदल दिया है और जल्द ही सभी को परिवर्तित करने के प्रयास किए जा रहे हैं।

मंत्री ने कहा, प्रधानमंत्री कार्यालय और स्वास्थ्य मंत्रालय दोनों ही मजबूत राष्ट्रीय स्वास्थ्य संरक्षण योजना को लागू करने के लिए काम कर रहे हैं। बहुत ही जल्द सभी रूपरेखाओं को अंतिम रूप दे दिया जाएगा।

सभी के लिए अनिवार्य हो स्वास्थ्य बीमा

नई दिल्ली। हेल्थकेयर फंडरेशन ऑफ इंडिया (नैटहेल्थ) का कहना है कि सरकार को देश के सभी नागरिकों के लिए स्वास्थ्य बीमा अनिवार्य कर देना चाहिए और स्वास्थ्य क्षेत्र को प्राथमिक क्षेत्र का दर्जा दिया जाना चाहिए। नैटहेल्थ ने कहा कि वर्तमान में देश की कुल आबादी में सिर्फ चार फीसदी लोगों के पास ही स्वास्थ्य बीमा कवरेज है। भारत में स्वास्थ्य सेवा पर होने वाले कुल खर्च का 86 फीसदी बीमा कवर नहीं होता।

नैटहेल्थ के अध्यक्ष अरविंद लाल ने कहा, "लोगों तक स्वास्थ्य बीमा की कम पहुंच का प्रमुख कारण वर्तमान में इसका वैकल्पिक होना है।" लाल ने कहा, "सभी लोगों की स्वास्थ्य सेवा तक पहुंच बनाने के अलावा, यह कदम देश में स्वास्थ्य देखभाल क्षमता को बढ़ाने की तत्काल आवश्यकता को भी पूरा
करेगा।" नैटहेल्थ ने सरकार से स्वास्थ्य सेवा क्षेत्र को प्राथमिकता क्षेत्र का दर्जा देने के लिए भी कहा है क्योंकि इससे स्वास्थ्य सेवा प्रदाताओं के लिए लंबे समय तक वित्तपोषण संरचनाओं के विकास को सक्षम करने में मदद मिलेगी।

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Friday, 16 March 2018 | http://www.nerve.in/news:2535004170406 | channel: India

"--IANS"

New Delhi, March 16 - Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

The Prime Minister’s Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy, he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres, the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide, prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare.

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is
supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector, he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS
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R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on
ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

NATHEALTH annual event 'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16

Friday, Mar 09, 2018

ANI

New Delhi, Mar.8 : Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.
NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on ‘Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India’s positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.
The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others.
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The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-
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R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS som/tsb
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Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.
The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".

A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-
quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health
Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others. (ANI)

Managing costs with quality top agenda for Indian healthcare providers: Report

Rupali Mukherjee | TNN | Mar 22, 2018, 22:56 IST

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report.

The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—
or lack there of, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.
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MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report. The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—or lack thereof, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting
costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Author: Indo Asian News Service

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing
business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

http://www.orlandoindian.com/desi/newsdetail.asp?id=348393
4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Choubey

New Delhi, Mar 16 Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Minister's Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.
The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/4500-phcs-transformed-into-wellness-centres-choubey/1272483
NATHEALTH elects Daljit Singh as president

New Delhi, Mar 21 Healthcare Federation of India NATHEALTH today said Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as its president for the year 2018-19.

He succeeds Dr Lal PathLabs chairman and MD Dr Arvind Lal, NATHEALTH said in a statement.

Terumo India MD Probir Das has been elected as senior vice president and Manipal Hospitals chairman Dr H Sudarshan Ballal has been elected as vice president, it added.

Max Healthcare Institute MD and CEO Rajit Mehta has been elected as secretary and IQVIA General Manager- South Asia Amit Mookim has been elected the treasurer, statement said.

NATHEALTH president Daljit Singh said: "We have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare."

NATHEALTH plans to continue its focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding and financing, operational excellence, etc in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage, he added.

Daljit Singh takes over as president of NATHEALTH

Our Bureau, Mumbai

Wednesday, March 21, 2018, 17:40 Hrs [IST]

Fortis Healthcare president Daljit Singh has been elected as president of NATHEALTH. He has succeeded Brig. Dr. Arvind Lal, chairman & MD, Dr. Lal PathLabs Ltd.

Probir Das, MD, Terumo India Private Ltd has become senior vice president-NATHEALTH and Dr. H. Sudarshan Ballal, Chairman, Manipal Hospitals has been elected as vice president.

Amit Mookim, general manager- South Asia, IQVIA and Rajit Mehta, MD and CEO of Max Healthcare Institute have been elected as secretary and treasurer of the healthcare federation respectively.

Anjan Bose, secretary general of NATHEALTH will support them along with his team, towards NATHEALTH’s vision: "Be the credible and unified voice in improving access and quality of healthcare."

Daljit Singh welcomed the leader of NATHEALTH Diagnostics Forum Dr. Harsh Mahajan, founder and chief radiologist of Mahajan Imaging and the leader of NATHEALTH Providers’ Forum Gautam Khanna, CEO, P.D. Hinduja Hospital and MRC.

Speaking on emerging priorities president, NATHEALTH, Daljit Singh, said, “At NATHEALTH, we have established a unique, multi-segment, inclusive and collaborative platform to enable progress of Indian healthcare. We plan to continue our focus on critical initiatives like digital health, funding & financing, operational excellence etc. in order to support the vision of achieving universal health coverage.”

Anjan Bose, secretary general-NATHEALTH said, “We welcome our new leadership team which will continue to work towards the development of the healthcare sector to benefit the people, address relevant healthcare issues and champion the progress of this sector… going forward, we will make sincere efforts to extend support in implementation of national health protection scheme- Aayushman Bharat.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 March 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister
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Union Minister Ashwini Kumar Choubey addresses during a programme in Patna on Oct 5, 2017.

NEW DELHI, MARCH 16

Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.
"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

- Rs 5 lakh cover for 10 cr poor families announced under Ayushman Bharat
- Budget provides just Rs 2,000 cr for healthcare scheme

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will
apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

4,500 PHCs transformed into wellness centres: Choubey

New Delhi, Mar 16 (PTI) Union minister Ashwini Choubey today said 4,500 primary health centres have been transformed into wellness centres and rest of the 1.5 lakh such units will be similarly developed to make healthcare accessible and affordable for the poor.

The government has taken several initiatives, such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat, which would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, the Minister of State for Health said.

Choubey released two knowledge papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018 -- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH).

"The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help the underserved section of the society and 1.5 lakh primary health centres would be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into wellness units and efforts are on to transform all soon," the minister said.

Choubey said the Prime Minister's Office and the Union Health Ministry are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, and very soon all the modalities will be finalised.

The scheme presents an opportunity for the stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves, and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to develop a robust health economy, he said.

The Knowledge Papers highlighted the disruptive trends, such as rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration, being witnessed by the Indian health economy.

Rural Health facilities to be transformed into Wellness Centres: Health Minister

17 March 2018

Author: BK Jha
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At NATHEALTH annual conference with a theme ‘Reinvent-Empower-Heal,’ industry leaders, experts and policy makers deliberated on enhancing quality, access and affordability

To make healthcare accessible, affordable, transparent and easy for the poor, especially rural populace, the Government has taken several initiatives such as National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat and these initiatives would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India (Swasth Bharat) by 2022, Ashwini Choubey, Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare said while releasing Knowledge Papers on Healthcare issues at NATEv2018- the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) on Friday.

“The focus of the government is to transform primary healthcare to help underserved section and 1.5 lakh Primary Health Centres would be transformed into well-equipped Wellness Centres. Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4500 such centres into Wellness Centres and efforts are on to transform all soon,” the Minister added.


The Minister, further said, “Prime Minister Office and Health Ministry both are working to implement a full-proof and robust National Health Protection Scheme. Very soon all modalities will be finalised. The Scheme presents an opportunity for the relevant stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of people, process and technology in their business models, in order to make a robust health economy.”

Speaking at the inaugural session, Dr RK Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General, CGHS, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare said, “We need to bring in drug security in the country and to achieve this goal the government is supporting industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards would apply to Pharma, Med Tech, Devices and even clinical trials segments of Healthcare sector.”
The government is focusing on ease of doing business and new rules will be in place with wider consultations only. For clinical trials, the Department is seeking suggestions from all stakeholders to come out with new rules and standards. Very soon new rules and standards will be in place,” he added.

The Knowledge Papers, released today, highlighted rising patient consumerism, expansion of the continuum of care, a shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, the use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends which the Indian health economy is currently witnessing.

“NATEv2018, with a theme ‘Reinvent-Empower-Heal,’ focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. A robust healthcare ecosystem is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including Government,” said Dr Arvind Lal, President, NATHEALTH.

The event saw top healthcare leaders, experts and policy makers brainstorming and sharing views on critical issues related to healthcare sector. In a session on “Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today’s Healthcare” where panellists from leading healthcare institutions discussed on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals. The experts shared their views on informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

“We discussed in detail about Healthcare Financing & Funding to explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector. The session on ‘Financing and Funding’ contributed towards the goal of ‘Empower’ as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure,” said Anjan Bose, Secretary General, NATHEALTH.

A session on “Medical Tourism” explored opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and the session was followed by discussion on “Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India” which had in-depth discussion on transforming India’s Primary Healthcare system and how to make it
better. The valedictory session focused on the newly announced National Health Protection Scheme -“Ayushman Bharat.”

https://www.ruralmarketing.in/industry/healthcare/rural-health-facilities-to-be-transformed-into-wellness-centres-health-minister
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of
R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
NATHEALTH annual event 'NATEv2018' to be held on Mar 16
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[India], Mar.8 (ANI): Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) is all set to brainstorm on several critical issues concerning the Indian healthcare sector during its fifth annual event 'NATEv2018' in Delhi on March 16. Union Health Minister, JP Nadda and Union Health Secretary, Preeti Sudan have been invited to inaugurate the event.

Leaders and stakeholders representing various segments of healthcare would discuss and deliberate on the theme - 'Reinvent-->Empower-->Heal'.

The inaugural session would be followed by a session on "Top Clinicians: Concerns and Challenges in today's Healthcare" where panelists from leading healthcare institutions would discuss on rising trust deficit between patients/families and healthcare professionals.

The experts would discuss a number of critical aspects around informed consent, the cost and efficacy of different treatment paths/choices, time-starved professionals, information-starved patients, medical liability and how these need to come together for productive and harmonious relationship between the healthcare professionals and the patients/family.

"This session with 'Top Clinicians' is aligned with our theme 'Heal' as it focuses on enhancing quality, access and affordability of healthcare services in India. 'Heal' is the primary concern for all stakeholders of the sector including government," said secretary general, NATHEALTH, Anjan Bose.

NATEv2018 would also witness the release of knowledge papers on "Operational Excellence" and "Financing Indian Healthcare".
A session on "Healthcare Financing and Funding" would explore opportunities for investors and analyse the emerging trends of financing in healthcare sector.

"This session on 'Financing and Funding' would contribute towards the goal of 'Empower' as the sector faces acute financial crunch to meet the growing needs of healthcare infrastructure," Bose added.

The third session on "Medical Tourism" would explore opportunities for reinventing various elements of Indian healthcare and make it a high-quality destination for medical and wellness travel.

Panelists will deliberate on the enabling factors needed to achieve this.

The session would also focus on shifting India's positioning to "value based destination" instead of "low cost destination" with emphasis on high quality and good clinical outcomes?.

The fourth session on "Primary care: Health and Beyond...Strategies for a better India" will have in-depth on transforming India's primary healthcare system and make it better.

This session is aligned with the theme 'Heal' and 'Empower' because primary health care is the backbone of healthy India and National Health Policy 2017 also emphasises on the same.

The fifth session on "Global perspective on Indian Healthcare and its evolution" will take up several issues like sustainable health insurance, enabling regulations, collaborative private-public sector engagement, managing the dual burden of CDs and NCDs among others which are the key imperatives and the need of the hour.

This session would help in reinventing India's healthcare sector from global perspective.

The valedictory session of NATEv2018 focuses on National Health Protection Scheme - "Ayushman Bharat".

The recently announced scheme should go a long way to achieve the goal of Universal Health Coverage.
NATIONAL

| 9 MARCH 2018 | http://www.sify.com |

NATHEALTH had recommended making health insurance mandatory and National Health Protection Scheme would significantly cover the insurance needs of the country.

Dr. Deepak Sawant, Minister of Public Health and Family Welfare, government of Maharashtra has been invited to set the stage for big debate during the valedictory session.

Other key panelists include senior officials from Union Health Ministry and NITI Aayog, among others. (ANI)

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Author: Indo Asian News Service

New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing
business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

http://www.stlouisindian.net/desi/newsdetail.asp?id=348393
Focus of Central Govt is to transform primary healthcare centres: Min

In order to make healthcare accessible, affordable, transparent and easy for the poor, the Government has taken several initiatives such as “National Health Policy” and “Ayushman Bharat” and these initiatives would fulfil the dream of a Healthy India by 2022, said Ashwini Choubey, Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare said while releasing Knowledge Papers on Healthcare issues at the 5th Annual event of Healthcare Federation of India.

“The focus of the Government is to transform primary healthcare to help underserved section and 1.5 lakh Primary Health Centres would be transformed into well equipped Wellness Centres. Within a very short span of time, we have transformed 4,500 such centres into Wellness Centres and efforts are on to transform all soon,” said the Minister.

Policy will fulfill dream of healthy India: Choubey

Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey claimed that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat would fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) in the Capital, pointed out that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres. “Within a very short span of time we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” he said. The minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and Waterhouse Cooper and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare.”

RK Vats, additional secretary and director general of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union Government was focusing on ease of doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations. “We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust.

New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added. The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister
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New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations. "We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to
pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey claimed that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat would fulfill the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

“The Prime Minister’s office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which
presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy,” he added.

The minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) in the Capital, pointed out that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

“Within a very short span of time we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help underserved sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres,” he said.

The minister released two knowledge papers on “Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide,” prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on “Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare”.

RK Vats, additional secretary and director general of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union Government was focusing on ease of doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

“We need to bring in drug security in the country… to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.
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Managing costs with quality top agenda for Indian healthcare providers: Report

Rupali Mukherjee| TNN | Mar 22, 2018, 22:56 IST

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report. The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.
The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—or lack there of, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement
measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.

http://theworldvibe.com/63420261-cms/
Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister
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New Delhi, March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and
standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector,” he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS

http://www.thisismyindia.com/xml/india-news.html?id=500057
Managing costs with quality top agenda for Indian healthcare providers: Report

Rupali Mukherjee | TNN | Mar 22, 2018, 22:56 IST

MUMBAI: At a time when regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures are plaguing the healthcare industry, managing costs with quality is the top agenda for Indian healthcare providers, according to a report.

The report by Bain titled, “Operational Excellence in Healthcare Delivery in India - A Critical Imperative During a Painful Transition” suggests measures, which if adopted, would improve revenues and reduce costs of private healthcare providers.

The report which seeks to understand the existing realities and perspectives of India’s healthcare system, is based on the findings of Bain’s research conducted among NATHEALTH members across India.

Designing operations at hospitals by taking into account procurement, monitoring staffing and pricing is therefore taking centrestage among healthcare providers to manage costs and boost profitability.

The research says regulation, intense activism, competition and public trust—
or lack there of, constantly tug at private healthcare providers in India. 80% of respondents said regulatory uncertainty and pricing pressures were the top sustainability concerns plaguing India’s healthcare providers.

Consequently, the report noted that several healthcare service providers in India are constrained in terms of their investments in required areas to manage costs. Severity of cases vary, care is not standardized, and the quality of clinical delivery is variable over time and across players.

Patient experience and service standards could suffer and deteriorate as providers struggle to manage costs under the evolving market scenario.

Parijat Ghosh, partner Bain & Company and the lead author of the report said, “Cutting costs to improve profitability has not been easy and failure to take tough and thoughtful decisions on areas of cost cutting adversely impact patient experience. Besides, a conservative approach, failure to engage the entire organization and lack of ability to drive tangible improvements impede the operational improvement efforts of hospitals.”

The report reveals that for both private healthcare providers’ viability and patients’ health, operational improvements are key. Providers’ experience, however, indicates that few have succeeded in making such improvements. Only about 20% respondents have benefitted from operational improvement measures. About 65% are still in the process of implementing solutions; most are attempting to optimise only procurement, processes and overhead.
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Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

New Delhi March 16 (IANS) Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy " he added.

The Minister while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India
(NATHEALTH) here said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres " the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide " prepared by NATHEALTH and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma med tech devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector " he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector shift towards quality-based care increasing patient participation use of technology in delivering care and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

Health initiatives will fulfil Swasth Bharat dream by 2022: Minister

Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare Ashwini Kumar Choubey on Friday said that the National Health Policy and Ayushman Bharat will fulfil the dream of a Swasth Bharat (healthy India) by 2022.

"The Prime Minister's Office and the Health Ministry are working together to implement a foolproof and robust National Health Protection Scheme, which presents an opportunity for stakeholders to redefine and reorganise themselves and adopt new components of process and technology in their business models to make for a robust health economy," he added.

The Minister, while attending the 5th annual event of Healthcare Federation of India (NATHEALTH) here, said that the government had transformed 4,500 primary health centres into wellness centres.

"Within a very short span of time, we have transformed such centres and the focus of the government is now to transform primary healthcare to help under-served sections of society. As many as 1.5 lakh primary health centres will be transformed into well-equipped wellness centres," the Minister said.

The Minister released two knowledge papers on "Financing and Funding Indian Healthcare: Navigating The Turbulent Tide," prepared by NATHEALTH.
and PricewaterhouseCoopers and NATHEALTH-Bain and on "Impact of Operational Excellence in Healthcare".

R.K. Vats, Additional Secretary and Director General of the Central Government Health Services, said that the Union government is focusing on ease-of-doing business and new rules to be put forth after wider consultations.

"We need to bring in drug security in the country... to achieve this goal, the government is supporting the industry in every possible manner. The government is bringing in new sets of rules and standards to make the entire healthcare industry robust. New sets of rules and standards will apply to pharma, med tech, devices and even clinical trials segments of the healthcare sector," he added.

The knowledge papers highlighted that rising consumerism in the sector, shift towards quality-based care, increasing patient participation, use of technology in delivering care, and increasing insurance penetration are some of the disruptive trends in the Indian health economy.

--IANS